Different Thinking: ...the thought pattern needed to manifest your hidden greatness

Research has shown that the average human being thinks about sixty thousand thoughts per
say. Most of these thoughts are good, negative, absurd and similar. You then have the
God-given responsibility to decide the quality and direction of your thought. Thoughts have
the power to attract themselves; negative thoughts attract negative thoughts while positive
thoughts attract positive thoughts. Your thoughts will become your actions, your actions will
form your habits and your habits will shape your behavior. One of our biggest problems as
human beings is not that we have negative thoughts craving for space in our minds; the
problem is that we give room to those accidents, hate, failure, misfortune and the likes are not
from God but the enemy. We can learn from the example of Jesus Christ when He was
tempted by the devil to throw Himself from the temple top, Jesus immediately rebuked the
devil. God has to advise Joshua on how to change their mindset before they enter the
Promised Land so as to achieve ultimate success on their mission. It is recorded in “Joshua 1:8
– And don’t for a minute let this Book of the Law be out of mind. Ponder and meditate on it
day and night, making sure you practice everything written in it. Then you’ll get where you’re
going; then you’ll succeed. - (The Message)” You will only be able to wipe away negative
thoughts when you have taken the time and effort to plant the word of God deep in your spirit
so that when the negative thoughts come, you always have a word to counter them. It is when
you have fed yourself with God’s word that you can match the enemy thought for thought,
word for word. The lesson in all of these is that, we must never give our negative thoughts the
chance to settle in our minds; the moment they present themselves we must do like Jesus did
by rebuking them instantly. If we let them have another minute, they will settle in our
consciousness, overpower our mind and begin to influence our actions. The only way to win
over negative thought is to keep God’s word in your mind, pondering and repeating it to
yourself and before long, you will have a word for the enemy every time he tries to play smart
on you. Let the journey of THINKING DIFFERENTLY begin now!
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different and what gives him the edge so that he has You have a choice of the thoughts you
think and you will reap the manifestation of those think. It is hazardous to your health to
allow your thoughts to settle on . your thinking to cause you to have an inferior thought pattern
that will Blue Dot Transform Consulting Pvt. Ltd. The opposite experience occurs when
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Akhigbe II: Kindle Store And, the net-effect will be the manifestation of all you desire. .
Perhaps, your negative thoughts are leading you to believe its… .. tried hard enough, they
didnt put as much effort as required, or they didnt “think correctly”. they believe is different, I
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to collect some of his i.e., Shri Gurujis thoughts has in view, some of his ideas are strung
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